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global affairs
This example design concept presen-
tation and installation legend in my 
signature style represents my work 

without breaching security. 

Presentation: PowerPoint
Legend: AutoCAD

ministry of technology
A product of a 2009 design studio class, 

this government fit-up anticipates 
Workplace 2.0 principles and more 

collaborative work habits.

Linework: AutoCAD, hand
Colours: hand

vyckie’s place
Vyckie’s Place is a retreat for spiritu-
ally and emotionally abused women 

and children: a place for them to rest, 
reflect, and heal in both solitude and 

togetherness.

Linework: SketchUp, hand
Colours: Photoshop, hand

AMBASSADOR’S OFFICE 

Bernhardt a.k.a. – overview (above), leg detail (inset) Teknion Sabrina HBF Serene 
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Bernhardt Madeleine Nucraft Plaza Finishes 

T2

PO 1234047
RV 8912
Executive dining table

C6

PO 1233962

RV 8837
Executive dining chair

S3

PO 1234021
RV 8901
Executive dining credenza

T4

PO 1234053
RV 8956
Lunchroom table

C4

PO 1234054
RV 8957
Lunchroom chair

C8

PO 1234109
RV 8991
Lunchroom bar stool

L5

PO 1234117
RV 9002
Breakout lounge, sofa

L6

PO 1234128
RV 9042
Breakout lounge, soft chair

T6

PO 1234135
RV 9048
Breakout lounge, pull-up 
work tables

T7

PO 1234152
RV 9063
Breakout lounge, coffee 
tables

Core circulation can 
be open or closedPinches add architectural 

interest for the price of 
a little efficiency

View of Ottawa River 
and ParliamentView of Ottawa River 

and Supreme Court

View of Ottawa River

Views and daylight 

perfect for
feature spaces

make these points 

Roughly
9.1 x 9.1 m 

(30 x 30 ft)

About 
13.8 m 
(45 ft)

About 20 m (65 ft)

Along these walls we can either stay 
with the 45º angled bays or realign. 

Using them for more open spaces might 
be best.

Stairs must be in the northern U so 
that they can reach the 9th floor
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the tesla
In this Berlin steampunk restaurant 

& nightclub, Nikola Tesla’s ætheric 
transference gates connect universe 
to universe, and steam powers most 

machines instead of electricity.

Linework: AutoCAD, Illustrator

see more
If there’s a specific kind of work you 

want to see, please ask.

loft full of curves
Built with sustainable materials, this 

loft has a natural, timeless beauty, 
influenced by globalization and the 

Industrial Revolution.

Linework: AutoCAD
Colours: hand


